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Russell Todaro, a young American translator, moves to Paris to take stock of his life and goals only to
further lose himself in the surprising twists fate has in store for him. One night, two men waving guns and
knives break and enter their Paris hotel room, terrorizing Russell and his much older companion, a famous
American poet named Edward Cannon. The intruders, not finding what they seemingly expected, leave
without further incident but the baffling, traumatic events overwhelm Cannon who dies in his sleep later that
night. Now Russell is left to ponder the meaning of the attack, what to do with the poet's unfinished,
problematic memoir and, perhaps most importantly, how to reconstruct and move forward with his own life.

Hearing of the disturbing circumstances of Cannon's death, an Italian writer, Marina Vezzoli, invites Russell
to recuperate at her villa in Tuscany. But what at first seems like a generous invitation slowly reveals itself to
be a calculated offer. As Russell's stay in Italy lengthens, he begins to realize that the people in his life are
using or manipulating him, most of all the poet's New York publishers who, against the dying man's wishes,
are trying to acquire his unfinished manuscript. Looming over everything is the long and fascinating legacy
of Villa Guidi, where during Word War II a Jewish family hid in the subterranean floors, later undergoing a
conversion to Catholicism. In an echo of this dramatic history, Russell is forced to undergo a conversion of
his own in order to find redemption and meaning in his life.
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From reader reviews:

Randy Garrison:

What do you about book? It is not important together with you? Or just adding material if you want
something to explain what the one you have problem? How about your extra time? Or are you busy man? If
you don't have spare time to accomplish others business, it is gives you the sense of being bored faster. And
you have spare time? What did you do? Every person has many questions above. They should answer that
question due to the fact just their can do that will. It said that about e-book. Book is familiar in each person.
Yes, it is proper. Because start from on pre-school until university need this The Conversion to read.

Melvin Hayes:

The book The Conversion has a lot of information on it. So when you check out this book you can get a lot
of profit. The book was authored by the very famous author. Mcdougal makes some research just before
write this book. That book very easy to read you can find the point easily after scanning this book.

Wayne Kong:

The book untitled The Conversion contain a lot of information on this. The writer explains her idea with easy
technique. The language is very straightforward all the people, so do definitely not worry, you can easy to
read that. The book was authored by famous author. The author will bring you in the new age of literary
works. You can actually read this book because you can read more your smart phone, or gadget, so you can
read the book inside anywhere and anytime. In a situation you wish to purchase the e-book, you can open up
their official web-site along with order it. Have a nice study.

Michael Fischer:

Reading a reserve make you to get more knowledge from the jawhorse. You can take knowledge and
information from a book. Book is prepared or printed or created from each source that filled update of news.
In this particular modern era like today, many ways to get information are available for you actually. From
media social such as newspaper, magazines, science reserve, encyclopedia, reference book, story and comic.
You can add your knowledge by that book. Isn't it time to spend your spare time to open your book? Or just
searching for the The Conversion when you necessary it?
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